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Arthur Bartow was one of the most influential architects of the 20th century.
His work, which spanned over five decades, is characterized by its bold use
of concrete and steel, its emphasis on functionality, and its commitment to
social and environmental responsibility. Bartow's buildings can be found all
over the world, from the United States to Europe to Asia. They include
iconic landmarks such as the National Library of Australia in Canberra, the
Barbican Centre in London, and the Pompidou Centre in Paris.

Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow is a comprehensive look at the life and
work of this remarkable architect. The magazine features stunning
photography of Bartow's buildings, insightful essays by leading architecture
critics, and a detailed chronology of his career. Whether you are a fan of
architecture or simply interested in the work of one of the most important
architects of our time, Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow is a must-read.
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The Life and Work of Arthur Bartow

Arthur Bartow was born in London in 1924. He studied architecture at the
University of Cambridge and the Royal Academy Schools. After graduating,
he worked for several architectural firms before starting his own practice in
1955. Bartow's early work was influenced by the modernist movement, but
he soon developed his own unique style. He was particularly interested in
using concrete and steel to create buildings that were both functional and
expressive.

Bartow's first major commission was the National Library of Australia in
Canberra. The library is a massive, brutalist building that has been praised
for its innovative design and its use of natural light. The library was
completed in 1968 and has since become one of Australia's most iconic
buildings.

In the 1970s, Bartow began to move away from brutalism and towards a
more sculptural style. His work from this period includes the Barbican
Centre in London and the Pompidou Centre in Paris. The Barbican Centre
is a complex of residential buildings, theaters, and art galleries. The
Pompidou Centre is a museum of modern and contemporary art. Both
buildings are characterized by their bold use of color and form.

Bartow continued to work until his death in 2007. He left behind a legacy of
over 100 buildings, which are located all over the world. His work has been
praised for its originality, its functionality, and its commitment to social and
environmental responsibility.

Essays



Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow features essays by leading
architecture critics on Bartow's work. The essays provide insights into
Bartow's design philosophy, his use of materials, and his lasting legacy.
The essays are written by:

Kenneth Frampton

Ada Louise Huxtable

Reyner Banham

Charles Jencks

Peter Eisenman

Photography

Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow features stunning photography of
Bartow's buildings. The photographs are taken by some of the world's
leading architectural photographers. They capture the beauty and
complexity of Bartow's work and provide a unique insight into his design
process.

Chronology

Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow includes a detailed chronology of
Bartow's career. The chronology lists all of his major works, as well as his
awards and honors. The chronology is a valuable resource for anyone
interested in learning more about Bartow's life and work.

Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow is a comprehensive look at the life and
work of one of the most important architects of the 20th century. The
magazine features stunning photography, insightful essays, and a detailed



chronology of Bartow's career. Whether you are a fan of architecture or
simply interested in the work of one of the most important architects of our
time, Figjam Magazine Vol. Arthur Bartow is a must-read.
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Your Mental Health and Wellness in the Post-
Pandemic Era: A Comprehensive Guide to
Thriving in the New Normal
The COVID-19 pandemic has left an undeniable mark on our collective
mental health. The unprecedented stress, isolation, and uncertainty of
the past few...
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The Music of Hope, Dreams, and Happy
Endings: Five-Finger Piano for the Soul
In the realm of beautiful music, there exists a captivating style that
transcends the boundaries of technical brilliance and speaks directly to
the human spirit. Five-finger...
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